Students VII

Over House Float Awards

Four trophies will be awarded for winning homecoming floats and decorations in both the high school and elementary school divisions: the Homecoming King, Queen, and their court; the Homecoming Floats and Flags Award; and the Homecoming Decorations Award. The trophies will be awarded at a ceremony on October 23.

Three Frosh Tie in Recent Close Voting

The three freshest students to receive recognition in a recent close voting were not named. The results were as follows: Student A received 31 votes, Student B received 30 votes, and Student C received 29 votes. The voting was conducted among the senior class, and the students were chosen based on their participation in extracurricular activities and academic performance.

Radio Workshop Makes Plans Under Direction of New Head

The radio workshop is planning a new direction under the leadership of its new director, James Kimball. The workshop will focus on producing radio dramas and music shows, and it will include opportunities for students to gain experience in studio production, writing, and acting.

Spalding and Baumbach Lead Cast Of Saroyan's "Time of Your Life"

Spalding and Baumbach will play the leads in the upcoming production of "Time of Your Life," by Edward Albee. The play will be performed at the Appleton High School auditorium on November 3rd and 4th. The cast is comprised of seasoned actors from the school, with Baumbach playing the role of Joe and Spalding playing the role of Lulu.

Ariel Requests Data From Seniors

Ariel, the college newspaper, is requesting data from seniors for an upcoming feature article. Seniors are asked to submit their graduation plans, upcoming job prospects, and any other relevant information. The deadline for submissions is October 25th.

Enrollment of 1948 Freshmen Almost Over

The enrollment of the 1948 Freshmen class is almost complete. As of October 25th, there are still 10 open spots in the class. Students interested in enrolling are encouraged to contact the Admissions Office immediately.

Ripon's Red Now Appears on Rocks

To follow an old Lawrence custom the freshmen have finally put their class numbers on "the rock"—red and white. It isn't that red and white aren't pretty, and a little spectacular, but the freshmen felt most of the superstudents felt fault with that red and white are color's repugnance. It's Blue and White Here!
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Music

Bel Canto Trio Scores Hit
With Intrigued Audience

BY HELEN WALKER

One group which lives up to all that its name implies is the Bel Canto Trio, which gave its appreciative audience last Thursday evening, just that, beautiful singing that its name implies is the Bel Canto style. The Lowrention, October 31, 1947

This opening concert of the local Canto Trio, which gave its appreciative audience last Thursday evening, just that, beautiful singing that its name implies is the Bel Canto style, was rich in tone quality and appeal.

Their first group included Miss Frances Yeend, soprano and Miss Margaretts, who sang the humorous tongue twister, "Slander's Whisper, from "Barber of Seville." George London, bass-baritone, as he entered the stage produced a jolt. His voice or stage presence. The soloist perked up and sang the number, "Slaughter's Whisper, from "Barber of Seville," with a Strauss medley. The job of the film editor is illustrated by the picture "Gone With the Wind." Dr. Dece and. Only 3,000 feet of film went into the picture a hour run, but it would have taken twelve eight-hour days to show all the film which had been shot in its preparation.

In a question period after the talk Dr. Dece explained why there is an office of censorship in the movie industry imposed its own freedom of speech jeopardized, the sensible for most of us to find a time to be a soloist in his own right, and set up the Hayes office, don't have classes, but is the administration suspended the right. Dr. Deer related: directing and research, and only one sixth of the time is occupied in courses for moving picture appreciation.

There are three aspects to movie making. Dr. Deer related, direction, and casting. The average film takes the average editor. The job of the film editor is illustrated by the picture "Gone With the Wind." The editor's concern is to keep on top of movies, in the motion picture industry imposed its own freedom of speech jeopardized, the sensible for most of us to find a time to be a soloist in his own right, and set up the Hayes office, don't have classes, but is the administration suspended the right. Dr. Deer related: directing and research, and only one sixth of the time is occupied in courses for moving picture appreciation.
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Wardman Elmer Inman Supervises Patients in State Mental Hospital

By Alice Kay Becker

Does the constant grind of college life have your mind running away from it all? Let's get Elmer Inman, Lawrence sophomore, to tell you what happens to those who escape and see if you don't thank God that you're here.

Elmer worked this summer as a charge attendant in the receiving ward at Mendota State Hospital in Madison. Like most mental hospitals, it is overcrowded and understaffed. "For about 800 patients, Elmer said, "there are seven doctors and five or six nurses. In most places they are relieved by another attendant. His duties were keeping case histories, discussing patients' behavior with doctors, and giving various kinds of treatments to the patients.

Receiving Ward

The receiving ward is the worst of all. The patients in the hospital and Elmer believe that all patients can be kept out of the ward if their attendants are given the same training as the ward attendants. For about 800 patients, ward attendants are far more severe than men. In the ward, each new patient is given psycho- logical tools to determine the nature of his illness.

From the receiving ward, the violent insanity are sent to the violence ward, where they are constantly watched to prevent their killing or injuring others. In this ward, the patients are cared for by trained attendants. Still, not all the patients have been violent for perhaps five years but who are still being held under strict restraints.

Physically, the patients are as well as mentally ill or are killed by the disease. The condition is worse for the treatment of the rest of the patients.

Incurable or chronically insane patients are sent to county hospitals. In most cases the patients are not treated. The hospital has an extremely good record in curing the alcoholics, but lack of proper care means the curing of many others.

Elmer stated that the patients are segregated in their living and social position and in education. Some are separated from the rest, but there is one fourteen-year-old patient who is a few semester away from college.

A blind boy who graduated from Latin with honors especially in English in his junior, soon after his discharge from the mental hospital, he was committed to Mendota, he read English in the language, and won praise for his ability and quickness in literature.

A language disorder has caused him to be committed to Mendota, he reads English in the language, and can quote dates and histories accurately.

Another patient whom Elmer mentioned was formerly head chemist of Wisconsin. When he was in the east studying, his sweetheart married another man and later became the mother of twins. Now he walks about the hospital with his arms crossed and is firmly convinced that the twins are his family.

Flexible Mind

In another category is the feeble-minded man who can be molded into a good soldier and will hold them indefinitely until a change in a motion picture district at his action. Insanity of attendants often leads to abuses of patients, Elmer declared. He discovered that ward attendants were for more severe than those in the violent ward. In the insane ward, when she goes out of hand, may be extremely violent.

Elmer plans to major in psychology and education in graduate school with the idea of doing research on the treatment of mental diseases. As an example, he believes the cost of treatment time and money. However, he firmly denies the statement of his former colleagues who worked on him, "Is this young lady mentally normal, while others write of her insanity, while others write of her insanity.

Language Fraternity

To Meet With Dr. Baker

Phi Sigma Iota, the national language fraternity, will hold its first meeting of the year Wednesday, November 3, at the home of Dr. Baker at 7:30.

Initiation will be held, and Dr. Baker will speak on the ideals and objectives of Phi Sigma Iota.

All members are invited to attend and also those new members who received invitations.

S. C. A. Leads Out-Of-Town Church Worship

Last Sunday's devotional services at the Congregational churches of New London and Bayport were supervised from bell rings to sermon preaching by Lawrence representing the S.C.A. Not invited for this trip was a group of the regular Sunday afternoon congregation in the Episcopal Church.

Since neither the Royalton nor the New London churches have clergy, their own John Harvis read the moments of at church. The Royalton church, in another Lawrence congregation, the former has no sermon, but the group has services at New London. Other S.C.A. members participating in the services were George Chandler and Jeanette Tifffny.

The next Sunday trip for the S.C.A. will be November 23 when the Metropolitan church of Woodworth will hold its services at the Episcopal church were Robert S. Walker, president of the University, and the reverend Mr. and Mrs. Edward Keller, moderator of Phi Sigma Iota, will speak.

When You Want Sporting Goods

SEARS

103 College Ave.

Does your girl or mom have a "MUM"?

EVERYONE's going to have one at the HOMECOMING GAME!!

Get yours from

FRAN COOK or BOB SPERRY

For Christmas Joys

IT PAYS

IT BRINGS RETURNS IT BUILDS GOODWILL

THE LAWRENTIAN

MAIN HALL - LAWRENCE COLLEGE

Appleton, Wis.

Modern Dry Cleaner

BETTER DRY CLEANING

222 East College Ave.

The same building as Your East End Postal Sub-Station

Gladly delivered to your residential unit.

SWEAT SHIRTS

Plain Silver Gray $2.25

Blanched White $2.25

Silver Gray Sweat Pants $2.50

Blanched White Heavy "T" Shirts $3.50

VALLEY SPORTING GOODS CO.

Phone 2442
211 N. Appleton St.
Social Committee Brews Plans
For Halloween Dance Tomorrow

BY JIMMIE JONES

After finishing a review of "This
Happy Family" which was to be the second in the Pantomime series at the
Fox, we decided to make a few final
checks in the dormitories. Because of
the lack of interest on the part of the reserving groups in that area, the program has been stopped.

Movie night Friday night brought
interest to the box office. In helping to make this program a
success, the Fox Valley Theatre has
paid a fine one; we must all be

Social Groups on Campus
Preparing for Homecoming

The sororities and fraternities on
campus seem to be taking a very
enthusiastic approach for the big
homecoming weekend of November 6.
All efforts are going toward bringing more people to the
campus than usual.

Alpha Chi Omega

This year's pledge class has
decided to provide costume party and
"trick or treating" for the non-pledge
crush. This job will be coordinated
under the pledge project.

Mary Altrogge is the president of
the pledges, while Charlotte
Pike acts as secretary-secretary-
nurse of her new house. The
homecoming party is to be

Alpha Delta Phi

Kappa Delta pledges entertained
Lavendar freshmen women at a
"muck-muck" party in the KD rooms.

New pledge officers are as fol-
lores, president; Betty Armstrong, vice
president; Betty Robb, and

Pi Beta Phi

Tuesday night at the Methodist
Church the Phi Pi alumnae chapter
hosted a "costume" school party for
the active with displays of handi-

Newman Club Will
Hear Spalding

Beverley Williams Spalding,
who is head of the National Apostolic
Church, will talk to the Newman club on
November 2 at the Methodist
church on the South campus.

Hear Spalding has just returned
from a trip to the National Catholic
Convention held in New Or-
inians. Both new and old members are

Pi Beta Phi

This weekend the Beta Beta Pi chapter will entertain their District
Chief, Paul Van Riper, who is com-
rading with the Beta's. A very re-

Beta Xi Tau

This Friday night the Beta Xi Tau chapter will meet in the SD rooms
for their last social. The team
was made up by the Beta Xi Tau
members and that was just the

Psi Kappa Tau

Psi Tau and pledges met in the
lower club rooms last Friday to
discuss their upcoming socials.

Omega Psi Phi

This Phi Beta Pi chapter will be
hiding the office of the Mau-

Omega Tau Phi

The Omega Tau Phi chapter will
be holding an open social for the
members of the chapter on
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Halloween Dance Tomorrow

WINSTON S. CROCKETT, editor

The show will be held Saturday night
to the Alexander gym when the Hal-
loen dance will be held on the gym
floor. The show will start at 8:30
and will continue until 12 midnight.

Wearing jeans or gay peasant
shirts Larry Everly's special Hallowe-
en orchestra will be heard. Dick
Flicker's social committee is respon-
ible for this great event.

Special guests and witches will be
on the door to collect activities
for the big Homecoming weekend.

In the South dormitory all the girls
will be dressed as sexy ghouls. The
students in the North dormitory
will be dressed as witches.

Halloween dance begins at one o'clock.
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**The Lawrence Star**

**November 2, 1947**

**CINDER STAR — Paul Elsbury, leading Vike point-getter, is a good ruler, but good at no country running. (Post Crescent Photo)**

**Bryant Honored At Coe Program For Coaching**

Ralph J. Watkins, president of the Midwest conference, presented the annual awards ceremonies for Dr. George W. Bryant at Coe College last week.

Bryant had helped found the Midwest athletic conference and served as an officer until his death last May.

A symbolic plaque will be presented in the course of his memory. The plaque will be housed in the recreation room of the Coe gym.

Bryant had a career which included an outstanding record as an athlete service to a football coach of professor and Latinist. In Full of Vike lore. Bryant's career has been noted as one of the most successful in the history of the Vike football program.

**Redmen Set to Please Crowd With Major Upset Over Vikes**

A perennial rivalry will be reborn after a 25-year absence when Lawrence Redmen meet the Vikes in their Conference Homecoming celebration. The Vikes, in spirit of their fourth victory of the year, will be in peak form as the conference rival meets.

Struts has several base chips in his hand, and Forrest has a hold on the lid. Both are at full strength. Kipon will probably use some additional starting chip when Lawrence packs center after a week's abstinence. He is hitting the lid in peak form as the conference rival meets.

**Frost Enter Season Finale At Ripon**

Cinderella football will take the spotlight again Monday when Lawrence visits the Ripon College powerhouse in the second and final game of the season for the former Vikings. The game is scheduled for 2:15 at Whiting field.

Coach George Waller started this week that opposition on ability is expected to be extremely tough. The Redman squad is bolstered by several veterans of the Milwaukee high school suburb loop. Lawrence got up its first half partition. The Vikes, who had two standouts in its defense, have won all conference honors at center last year, and a good detail from the name of Schaff we're yet to catch which points toward the same as Lawrence's and has an excellent defensive record.

Although the Vikes were outscored a good deal dead at veteran guards, they didn't emerge from the game without gaining back strength and morale. Kipon has lost conference games and has an upper hand in the annual contest of the positions. The varsity is well stocked with athletes, and the starting eleven is the same as last year's.

**Girls Urged To Enter in Class Swim Meet**

Thursday night, November 15, 11:30 p.m., the 1947 annual swimming meeeting will take place at Alexander Gym.

Class managers for the meet are: Redmen—Barbara Pray;占有率—Betty Egen; sally Wood. All those who wish to swim in the meet should contact their class managers.

Events for the Instrument are: 20 and 30 seconds; 300 yards and 25 lap free style; 100 yard breast stroke and 100 free style relay. The events will be held in the usual order and every entry will be placed in the respective classes. All events will be held in the same order at the meet.

**The Press Box**

By Ralph J. Watkins

The Vikes prove themselves as the most outstanding offensive team in the Midwest conference last Saturday as they completed their season with a victory over the Ripon College powerhouse, 27-11. This is a victory of the greatest magnitude, and one which is his to be remembered. The Vikes have been in the conference for a number of years, but they have never before been able to match Ripon in a regular game.

**2nd Half Play Strong in Greek Loop**

The Phi Delta team won the second round showdown of three games, 19-17, with the final contest played to the strains of the Phi Delta fraternity in the Greek Loop. The game was played in the Phi Delta fraternity house.
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Friday, October 31, 1947

Lawrence Crushes Coe in Lopsided 47-0 Victory

Bennie Fenton and his Lawrence Vikings are back in the conference lead this week following their smashing victory over Coe in Cedar Rapids. Bennie’s boys carved out a 47-0 victory for two new conference points. The Coe band wasFlat.

The victory over Coe was not the first of Bennie’s successes in the fall. The Vikings have already won two conference games, each of which were scored in double figures. Bennie’s boys are now seven in the conference but couldn’t produce any scoring with a twisted ankle. Although the Vikings were not the only team to rack up a win, they were the only one to do so with a conference point.

The second quarter was a continuation of the second with the Vikings being represented on the field by group of spirited reserves. Again the boys caught Coe all around the field but couldn’t produce any scoring. It was during this period that most of the Vikings rushing yardage was piled up, and a number of the more experienced squad members put the best afternoon’s work out on the field. Bennie’s boys are a team to be reckoned with in the conference.

The Inter-House Grid Loop football league can be counted on to furnish action galore for those who desire North House is lead. The rest of the league winners in each sport will receive Ormsby III trophies. They’d soon be wrangling over it.

The rain put a damper on the games. No play ever gets fixed on sidelines because of rain. At least the students away from the swimming pool, the game courts and fields. Probably not many want to be out on sidelines watching nine or eleven people have all the fun. Probably there’d be few spectators of these particular sports.

If the argument would die down at last, do you suppose a few would propose a compromise? All right, then, teachers! We go on only when we want to be there and not on Monday. But there’d be few spectators of these particular sports.

In such unlikeliness I picture Lea- rry’s school’s beginning. When the end of four years—or six—or ten—no student would be asking for a diploma. No required courses, no grades—nothing to think about. A student. No degree, no frater­ nity pin, no athletic letter from a teacher or social contact later, no symbols of any kind—only a knowledge and the tools of more knowledge and the ability to use it. What students would stay under such conditions? No matter how hard they worked, they’d never get any reward except their own con­ tented feel but never satisfied, led­ ing them on from field to field—on, on, on.

And the students away from the swimming pool, the game courts and fields. Probably not many want to be out on sidelines watching nine or eleven people have all the fun. Probably there’d be few spectators of these particular sports.

The rain put a damper on the games. No play ever gets fixed on sidelines because of rain. At least the students away from the swimming pool, the game courts and fields. Probably not many want to be out on sidelines watching nine or eleven people have all the fun. Probably there’d be few spectators of these particular sports.

If the argument would die down at last, do you suppose a few would propose a compromise? All right, then, teachers! We go on only when we want to be there and not on Monday. But there’d be few spectators of these particular sports.
Should We Have Meatless Tuesday Here?

70% of Laurentians Polled Say Lawrence Shouldn't Cooperate With Truman's Plan

In a poll of 51 Lawrence college dormitory residents this week, almost 70 percent of that number stated that the Lawrence dormitories should not comply with President Truman's request for meatless Tuesdays and eggless Thursdays. Out of the 51 Laurentians polled, 38 were against complying, 14 were for it and 2 were undecided.

Although some of the students polled returned answers such as "I don't care," and "I don't want you to quote me," most of those asked were glad to cooperate and had definite opinions on the question.

Against It

Speaking against the meatless Tuesdays and eggless Thursdays on the Lawrence campus, Bill Kornost said, "Oh, gosh no! We don't get enough as it is. I certainly don't want another day and egg servings any more than they are now."

Dot Roessler also expressed a negative opinion, saying that it would all depend on what is served. "If they serve meat and eggs on those days," she said, "I don't think it would be all right, but "Not at all.""

One person called the plan "a bunch of bucklery.

Quite a few people agreed with Harvey Harvey, who stated, "We shouldn't observe this plan because Europe is getting more meat and eggs on those days."

Jacki Roth thought that it would be beneficial for others by saving meat and also that it would be beneficial for the farmer because it's a logical thing to do. "Many Miller's reasoning for the plan was that "It's democratic.

Jean Miller said, "I don't think that Laurelians will starve without that extra food. Europe needs it and we don't."

Many people agreed with Marion Smith who thought the idea was fine. "If we really save it and don't just eat that food on other days."

Second Issue of Picture Digest

The second edition of the "College Legate Digest," which is published by the Associated College Legiate press association, was distributed with this issue of the "Laurentian." The digest of pictures taken on campuses over the country is provided free of charge to all subscribers of the "Laurentian."

Lawrence pictures can be entered by interested campus photographers by contacting the "Laurentian" office.

Brokaw Decides On Meatless Tues.

Brokaw is almost one hundred percent behind meatless Tuesday. Throughout Wednesday afternoons, meatless Tuesdays, throughout the freshman girls' dormitory and every Wednesday nights, the results were presented to Miss Welches dormitory.

Of the 117 students contacted on the poll, one reputed classmam refused, while 117 agreed to a plan of meatless Tuesdays and eggless and poultryless Thursdays.

"Miss Welch, when shown the results, stated, "As long as the majority of the students are behind it, I am pleased and happy."

The main difficulty is serving foods that the students like to eat."

Foreign Homeless Problem Unresolved

Some small progress has been made in finding new homes for displaced persons, living in camps in Germany and Austria, but by and large the problem of IDP's remains as unsolved as it was a year ago. Prof. Malcolm A. Proudfit of Northwestern university and recently.

As President of the geography department faculty, spent the summer in Europe, where he completed documentation of available data on the subject of displaced persons, to be used in a book which he is writing. The latest available information was obtained from officials of the Interdepartmental committee on Refugees, the International Refugee organization, the war and foreign affairs of Britain, and from the foreign service of the department of state.

Dining Halls Have Meatless Friday Instead

In polling the dining rooms of campus, it was found that all of them are observing meatless Friday, but only the Sigma Phi Epsilon house was observing meatless Tuesday this week.

Miss Welch, who is in charge of the Brokaw, Sage and Cream dining halls, said that meatless Tuesday had been observed only until this week by those halls and that egg and poultryless Thursday has been observed ever since the president's plan.

She said, "It's difficult to have Thursday as well as Friday meatless."

The main difficulty is serving foods that the students like to eat."

There has been no organized opposition to meatless Tuesdays, but a few of the students have griping going through the long Tuesday nights. The attitude of a minority of the Laurentians seems to be that of disinterest and displeasure was that "It's democratic.

Jean Miller said, "I don't think that Laurelians will starve without that extra food. Europe needs it and we don't."

Many people agreed with Marion Smith who thought the idea was fine. "If we really save it and don't just eat that food on other days."
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you're a man! what can you do?

many effective action takes big decisions, and we're still working on those. but some actions need no decision; they're obvious, black and white. we can do now as an apprenticeship. it's easy, of course, to ignore the problem. but if we don't know the Europeans are starting to do something very good, it will be too late for us to try to copy them. for, if we can do anything at all, it must be done now. and it is rather ironic, a man who should have the tranquility and freedom having to write about action, which is something he should be able to do with his leisure time and personal freedom. finally, we must remember that time is nothing to squander, that we are pulling the short straw. but it's better later than never. we can do it if we want it will ever be. it won't be so for many years; he's had the time to find action. we're young: our decisions should be able to Do big things thing if we end up incapable of doing it.

christianity discussed

christianity seemed to be the favorite ground for consideration, especially christian ideas of morality and god. this tendency was the choice of the participants, since group headings were broad enough to allow much freedom for selection of specific questions. whitehead's "progress of humanity" followed with the help of these groups the students.

s.c.a. talks end

on happy note

in "adventures of ideal" whitehead says, "the progress of humanity can be defined as the process of transforming society so as to make the original christian ideals increasingly practical for its individual members."

unusual items that might not make print

the "big sleep" was at least temporarily disbursed by the symptoms which took over the new student. for me, one of the first signs of "sleep" was when i found myself daydreaming about the world and my place in it. i was grateful for the break, but i knew it would come to an end. the "big sleep" was a relief, but it was also a reminder of the challenges that lay ahead.

eastern college expands large explanation

what is the purpose of education? we seem to know the answer, but we often forget to ask the question. the s.c.a. has been working on this issue for some time, and we believe we have a good understanding of what education should be. it is our duty to take in as many students as possible in order to spread our ideas. we believe in the greatest possible service to the society, and we think that this is the best way to do so.
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the big questions remain: what will congress do now that it is in power? what is important here: what is important is that everyone should have the tranquility and freedom that everyone has. we can think of no more than one explanation for this. we can think of no more than one explanation for this.

we hope: "love the wounded, tempestuous, dangerous, and unknown, and be ready to do your duty."

we are bound to the cockpit of the world conflict? can europe live so long? what will this country do about the recent developments of "un-Americanism" aren't creating a new con-